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Abstract

Overdominance, or a fitness advantage of a heterozygote over both homo-

zygotes, can occur commonly with adaptation to a new optimum pheno-

type. We model how such overdominant polymorphisms can reduce the

evolvability of diploid populations, uncovering a novel form of epistatic con-

straint on adaptation. The fitness load caused by overdominant polymor-

phisms can most readily be ameliorated by evolution at tightly linked loci;

therefore, traits controlled by multiple loosely linked loci are predicted to be

strongly constrained. The degree of constraint is also sensitive to the shape

of the relationship between phenotype and fitness, and the constraint

caused by overdominance can be strong enough to overcome the effects of

clonal interference on the rate of adaptation for a trait. These results point

to novel influences on evolvability that are specific to diploids and interact

with genetic architecture, and they predict a source of stochastic variability

in eukaryotic evolution experiments or cases of rapid evolution in nature.

Introduction

The phenomenon of overdominance, or a fitness

advantage of heterozygotic individuals over either

homozygote, is well known as the explanation for the

high frequency of sickle-cell anaemia in humans (Alli-

son, 1954). Beyond this classic example, there are only

a few well-documented cases of overdominance for fit-

ness, for example warfarin resistance in rats (Partridge,

1979; but see Kohn et al., 2000), fecundity in domestic

sheep (Gemmell & Slate, 2006), insecticide resistance in

mosquitos (Labb�e et al., 2007) and male horn size in

feral sheep (Johnston et al., 2013). Although overdomi-

nance played an important part in earlier debates about

genetic variation and the putative intrinsic superiority

of heterozygotes, these controversies were largely

resolved without a major role for overdominance

(Crow, 2008). Genomic approaches have largely failed

to detect widespread signatures of overdominance, con-

firming the view that loci with overdominant polymor-

phisms are rare (Hedrick, 2012).

Although overdominant mutations are sometimes

observed in the laboratory with new mutations (e.g.

Peters et al., 2003), the apparent rarity of long-term

overdominant polymorphisms has been invoked to

argue against the validity of these observations (Fry,

2004). Recent theoretical work with Fisher’s geometric

model has challenged this idea and suggested that over-

dominance may arise frequently during adaptation in

diploids (Manna et al., 2011; Sellis et al., 2011). In these

models, overdominance arises when a large-effect

mutation with additive phenotypic effects is strongly

selected as a heterozygote, but overshoots a phenotypic

optimum as a homozygote. Rather than invoking com-

plementary functions of heterozygous alleles or oppos-

ing selection on a pleiotropic locus, this framework

requires only stabilizing selection and the existence of

mutations of large effect.

These theoretical observations can be reconciled

with the empirical rarity of overdominant polymor-

phisms if the heterozygote advantage caused by phe-

notypic overshoot can be ultimately resolved by

further adaptation. However, transient overdominance

still may play a significant role in shaping the rate of

adaption, or evolvability, of a population. A single

overdominant polymorphism at one locus may slow

further adaptation at other loci because of the epi-

static nature of fitness under stabilizing selection,

even for traits determined by additively interacting

genes.
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The question of how an initial adaptive change might

constrain and direct further evolution has received con-

siderable recent attention in theoretical models (Weinr-

eich et al., 2005; Franke et al., 2011), laboratory

evolution experiments (Kvitek & Sherlock, 2011; Ro-

kyta et al., 2011; Salverda et al., 2011; Kryazhimskiy

et al., 2012; Chou et al., 2014), reconstructions of

ancestral molecular phenotypes (Poelwijk et al., 2007;

Bridgham et al., 2009; Lunzer et al., 2010; Schenk et al.,

2013) and studies of rapid evolution in the wild (Bloom

et al., 2010). These studies have begun to uncover the

causal factors that determine the rate and predictability

of mutation-limited adaptive processes. Although much

of this work has focused on haploid models and sys-

tems, pressing issues – such as the rapid evolution of

eukaryotic disease vectors (Labb�e et al., 2007), as well

as adaptation in threatened (Gonzalez et al., 2013) or

invasive species (Gilchrist & Lee, 2007) – highlight the

need to understand the roots of diploid evolvability in

new environments.

Previous analyses of the subsequent evolution of

overdominant loci have considered modifiers of domi-

nance (Otto & Bourguet, 1999) or duplication of

alleles with complementary functions (Spofford, 1969;

Otto & Yong, 2002; Proulx & Phillips, 2006). Here,

we focus on the simple case, inspired by Sellis et al.

(2011), of evolution at multiple loci with additive

effects on the same trait. We find that overdomi-

nance during adaptation causes an epistatic constraint

on the rate of subsequent adaptation and that the

degree of this constraint depends strongly on the

linkage among the sites determining the trait, as well

as the shape of the fitness function near the opti-

mum. We illustrate how this differential constraint

arises from the epistasis caused by overdominance,

which greatly restricts the potential for further adap-

tation at unlinked loci. As a consequence, recombina-

tion may slow or hasten the pace of adaptation,

depending on whether mutations have large or small

effects on the phenotype.

Materials and methods

We consider a model in which several loci contribute

additive phenotypic effects to a single phenotypic trait

under stabilizing selection. Under this model, overdom-

inance for fitness – defined as the fitness superiority of

a heterozygote to both homozygotes – implies that the

homozygote trait values are on opposite sides of the

optimum (Fig. 1). With the further assumption of a

symmetrical fitness function, the range of allele effects

leading to overdominance can easily be delineated.

Scale the phenotype such that the optimal value is 0,

then define zoff as the distance between the phenotype

of the current genotype, labelled zaa, and the optimum:

zoff = |0 � zaa|. If aA is the effect of a single copy of

the mutant allele A, then A will be beneficial if

|zaa + aA| < zoff. If A is favoured when rare, then A and

a will be overdominant if 2zoff > |aA| > 2zoff/3.

Fitnesses, w, are calculated from phenotypes, z, using

two functions: the Gaussian function:

wGðzÞ ¼ e�
z2

2x (1)

with strength of selection determined by 1/x and a tri-

angular function:

wtðzÞ ¼ 1� cjzj for �1
c
� z� 1

c

0 for z\� 1
c
or z[ 1

c
:

�
(2)

Throughout, c is set to 1�exp(�1/2x) so that both

functions are equal at z0 = �1. For convenience, define

zxy as the phenotype z0 + ax + ay. This triangular func-

tion shows no curvature to the relationship between

fitness and phenotype, except at the optimum itself,

where the curvature is undefined. We use this function

to explore how the (typically unknown) curvature of

the fitness function affects the relationship between

overdominance and evolutionary constraint.

Within this framework, we used three types of

numerical methods to examine overdominance in the

Wright–Fisher model. First, we performed individual-

based simulations of either two or ten loci, each with a

continuum of possible alleles and, for ten loci, a range

of possible linkage patterns. For systems of two loci,

each with two alleles, we performed forward iteration

of a set of recursions (eqns 3a–d) to calculate a deter-

ministic prediction of the equilibrium alleles frequen-

cies obtained for a specified starting configuration. To

calculate invasion probabilities, we combined these

same equations with multinomial sampling to generate

stochastic trajectories of allele frequencies.
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Fig. 1 Stabilizing selection on an additive trait can result in

overdominance for fitness. If the genotype starts at aa (with mean

phenotype 1 unit below the optimum for this trait), a mutation

that increases the phenotype 0.75 units per copy has a higher

fitness as a heterozygote with the ancestral allele because it closer

to the optimum. The homozygote for the new allele overshoots

the optimum and is in this case farther from the optimum than

the heterozygote. This results in overdominance at this locus.
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Individual-based simulations

Simulations tracking N individual genotypes were used

for the results in Figs 2, 3 and S1. This code simulated

the Wright–Fisher model: generations were nonoverlap-

ping and selection was based on differential fertility.

Mutation numbers were Poisson-distributed with rate U

per zygote. Populations were classified based on the

properties of the first expected substitution: the first

novel allele to exceed a frequency of 0.05 was analysed

by calculating the relative fitnesses of its homozygote,

the homozygote of the ancestral allele at that locus,

and their heterozygote. These relative fitnesses were

computed by sampling N genetic backgrounds (without

linkage) from the population at this time t and measur-

ing the marginal fitness of each allele at the putatively

overdominant locus in the context of those back-

grounds. A pair of alleles were classified as overdomi-

nant if their heterozygote was more fit than both

homozygotes in the context of the population state at

generation t.

Deterministic dynamics in two-locus, two-allele
populations

Consider loci, A and B, with the ancestral state aabb.

We assume without loss of generality that the effects of

these ancestral alleles (aa and ab) are zero, such that

the genotype aabb has initial phenotype z0. We also

assume random mating. For recombination probability

r, the frequency of each haplotype in the next genera-

tion is given by the equations:

p0ab ¼ p2abwðzaabbÞ þ pAbpabwðzAabbÞ þ pabpaBwðzaaBbÞ
þ ðpabpABð1� rÞ þ paBpAbrÞwðzAaBbÞ (3a)

p0Ab ¼ p2AbwðzAAbbÞþpAbpabwðzAabbÞþpABpAbwðzAABbÞ
þðpabpABrþpaBpAbð1� rÞÞwðzAaBbÞ (3b)

p0aB ¼ p2aBwðzaaBBÞþpABpaBwðzAaBBÞþpabpaBwðzaaBbÞ
þðpabpABrþpaBpAbð1� rÞÞwðzAaBbÞ (3c)

p0AB¼p2ABwðzAABBÞþpABpAbwðzAABbÞþpABpaBwðzAaBBÞ
þðpabpABð1�rÞþpaBpAbrÞwðzAaBbÞ: (3d)

Our goal is to predict the equilibrium frequencies of

the four haplotypes if alleles A and a constitute an

overdominant polymorphism, allele b is resident, and

allele B is a rare mutant. We therefore begin with pAb
set to the equilibrium frequency for an overdominant

polymorphism (Fisher, 1922):

p̂A ¼ wðzAaÞ � wðzaaÞ
2wðzAaÞ � wðzAAÞ � wðzaaÞ : (4)

pab is then set to 1 � pAb. To introduce B, we define

a population size (N = 10 000 is used throughout),

set both pAB and paB to frequencies of 1/2N, and sub-

tract 1/2N from both pab and pAb. Introducing the

(a) (b)

Fig. 2 (a) Mean fitness approaches its maximum value more quickly for populations in which the first invading mutation is predicted to

fix (black) or reach a polymorphic equilibrium due to overdominance (red). Overdominant cases are divided based on the expected

equilibrium frequency of the invading mutation: ‘low’ corresponds to frequencies between 0.05 (the detection threshold) and 0.33;

‘intermediate’ to 0.33–0.67; and ‘high’, to 0.67–1. (b) The predicted equilibrium frequencies of overdominant polymorphisms vs. their

observed persistence times. Simulations run until either the ancestral allele or the invading mutation are lost from the population, for the

subset of simulations in which the first invading mutation is predicted to cause overdominance. Bars show confidence intervals. Genotypes

are comprised of ten unlinked loci with an initial phenotype of �1; selection is Gaussian with an optimum at zero and x = 5. Population

size is 10 000 with a genomic mutation rate of 10�6 and normally distributed mutation effects with mean 0 and a standard deviation 0.75.
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mutation on both backgrounds at once simplifies the

calculation when the question is whether any muta-

tion of a given allele could invade. Equations 3a–d
are then iterated until the change in the frequency

of both A and B was < 10�10. An allele was classified

as present at equilibrium if its frequency was > 1/

(2N) (or greater than its initial frequency, 2/(2N), for

the B allele), and fixed if its frequency was greater

than (2N � 1)/(2N).

Stochastic invasion in two-locus, two-allele
populations

The stochastic calculations of invasion probabilities

(used for Fig. 4) are also determined by forward itera-

tion, with the key difference that, each generation, the

genotypes of the N breeding adults are drawn from a

multinomial distribution. The expected frequencies of

each parental genotype are calculated from eqns 3a–d
with the additional assumption of random mating. This

process simulates genetic drift as the stochastic and

nonselective survival of N individuals from an unlim-

ited pool of gametes.

Each replicate simulation begins by setting the

frequency of A to its equilibrium, given by eqn 4,

followed by evolution in the absence of B for one

hundred generations; this ‘burn in’ period allows the

frequency of A to vary among replicates at the time

of the introduction of the B mutant. Then, a single B

mutant is introduced in a randomly chosen gamete.

The probability that this mutant will be linked to A

is therefore equal to the current frequency of A. If B

persists for at least 10 000 generations, then we

record a successful invasion. Invasion probability is

therefore the number of replicates in which the

allele persisted for 10 000 generations divided by the

total.

We can derive an approximate value for the probabil-

ity that the B allele invades from a single-copy muta-

tion from classic results. We calculate its selective

coefficient when introduced and assume that the selec-

tive value of the new allele does not change much

when it is rare, and therefore most at risk of stochastic

loss. We calculate the probability of invasion as one

minus the probability of loss. The selection coefficient

for the B mutant, sB, when pB approaches zero, can be

calculated as the difference in relative fitness between

the B and b alleles. When the recombination rate r = 0,

this calculation compares the mutant haplotype (AB or

aB) to the corresponding resident haplotype:

Fig. 3 Adaptation in populations which are either polymorphic for an overdominant allele pair (red) or fixed for alleles with equal

population mean fitness (black). The trait is determined by one of three genetic architectures: ten fully linked loci (solid lines), two sets of

five loci each with complete linkage within sets and free recombination between (dashed) or ten unlinked loci (dotted). In all scenarios, all

loci but one, labelled A, are fixed for alleles of zero effect. In overdominant populations, A has two alleles, A and a, with effects 0.9 and 0,

respectively, with the starting frequency of A binomially distributed around the equilibrium pA = 0.607. In monomorphic populations,

locus A is fixed for the allele A with an effect of approximately 0.189. Selection is either (left side) Gaussian and x = 5 or (right side)

triangular with a slope of 0.0952. In each, the initial phenotype is set to �1. Population size is 10 000 with a genomic mutation rate of

10�6 and normally distributed mutation effects with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.75.
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sB � p̂AwðzAABbÞ þ ð1� p̂AÞwðzAaBbÞ
p̂AwðzAAbbÞ þ ð1� p̂AÞwðzAabbÞ � 1whenAB (5a)

and

sB � p̂AwðzAaBbÞ þ ð1� p̂AÞwðzaaBbÞ
p̂AwðzAabbÞ þ ð1� p̂AÞwðzaabbÞ � 1when aB: (5b)

when r = 0.5, a different approximation can be derived

by assuming that pB = 0 and ignoring linkage disequi-

librium:

sB � p̂2AwðzAABbÞ þ 2p̂Að1� p̂AÞwðzAaBbÞ þ ð1� p̂AÞ2wðzaaBbÞ
p̂2AwðzAAbbÞ þ 2p̂Að1� p̂AÞwðzAabbÞ þ ð1� p̂AÞ2wðzaabbÞ
� 1:

(6)

Haldane (1927) used a branching process to approxi-

mate the probability of the stochastic loss when rare of

a beneficial mutation (s > 0) with a fixed s:

plossðsÞ ¼ 1� 2s: (7)

In the simple case Haldane considered, fixation is cal-

culated as the converse of extinction. In the cases that

we consider, the alternative to loss is not necessarily fixa-

tion, but it could be a quasi-stable equilibrium at an

intermediate allele frequency. Therefore, we use eqn 7 in

conjunction with the sB values calculated by the above

equations to calculate the probability that a given allele,

beneficial when rare, is not lost stochastically when rare.

We call this the invasion probability of that allele.

Results

Invasion of an overdominant mutation slows
subsequent adaptation

To measure how overdominant polymorphisms shape

subsequent adaptation, we performed replicate

individual-based simulations of adapting diploid

populations and classified each replicate based on the

phenotypic effect of the first beneficial mutation to

reach a frequency of 0.05. If this phenotypic effect was

large enough to lead to overdominance (an effect

greater than two-third of the distance to the optimum;

see Methods), we predicted its equilibrium allele fre-

quency in the absence of further mutation (eqn 4).

Mean fitness in populations with initial overdominant

mutations increases more slowly than in populations

without predicted overdominance, indicating that over-

dominant mutations restrict the rate of adaptation

(Fig. 2a). The degree of the reduction of evolutionary

rate also appears to be most severe for polymorphisms

of intermediate equilibrium frequency; these polymor-

phisms typically persist for tens of thousands of genera-

tions (Fig. 2b). Examination of the dynamics in

individual simulations suggests that the gradual

improvement in the ensemble mean fitness of popula-

tions with overdominant polymorphisms is primarily

caused by beneficial mutations which eliminate the

polymorphism, although adaptive changes that retain

the original overdominant alleles are also seen

(Fig. S1).

(a) (b)

Fig. 4 The probability of invasion of an allele (a) at locus B into a population with overdominance at A selected according to a

Gaussian fitness function for free (grey), intermediate (blue) and no recombination (black) between the loci. When r is small, the probability

of invasion depends on whether the mutation arose in linkage with the a (open symbols) or the A (filled symbols) allele. Lines depict the

expected invasion probability (eqns 5–7; see Methods) for free (dashed) and no (solid) recombination, as well as the scenario in which the

mutant arose in a monomorphic population with the same initial mean fitness (orange line). Total invasion probability (b) is calculated as

the integral of the invasion probability, over the range aB = �1 to +1, of B linked with a, times the frequency of a alleles at the

overdominant equilibrium, plus the integral for B linked with A times the equilibrium frequency of A. Tight linkage to the previous

overdominant locus greatly increases the total probability of invasion over the range of possible beneficial mutations. Each point is the

mean of 50 000 stochastic simulations (see Methods) with a population size of 10 000. The initial phenotype is �1, the optimal trait value

is at 0, and selection is Gaussian with x = 5, before the introduction of a new allele at the A locus with effect aA = 0.9, resulting in an

equilibrium frequency of pA = ~0.607.
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To control for the effects of a population’s mean fit-

ness on its subsequent adaptation, we measured the

rate of adaptation in populations which were either

polymorphic for an overdominant polymorphism or

fixed for an adaptive mutation with an equivalent

effect on mean fitness. These simulations suggest that

an overdominant polymorphism reduces evolvability

and reveals two additional patterns. First, genetic archi-

tecture determines the deficit of evolvability. For a

fixed population size and genomic rate of mutation, the

pattern of linkage among loci shapes the rate of adapta-

tion; specifically, systems with linked loci adapt much

more quickly (Fig. 3a). Second, the linearity of the fit-

ness function interacts with the genetic architecture to

determine evolvability: constraint in systems of

unlinked loci adapting with a triangular fitness function

is more severe than under Gaussian selection (Fig. 3b).

We explore the reasons for these patterns in the next

section.

Role of linkage in evolving out of overdominance

To better understand how linkage shapes evolution in

populations with overdominant polymorphisms, we

measured the invasion probability of mutants arising in

polymorphic populations in stochastic simulations

(Fig. 4). Simple approximations (see eqns 5–7) in the

Methods) closely match the simulated invasion proba-

bilities for fully linked and unlinked loci; intermediate

levels of recombination show a more complex pattern.

No B allele can be favoured under all possible genetic

backgrounds. If B is favoured with one homozygote at

the A locus, it will be selected against with the other

homozygote. With free recombination, B will only

invade when it causes the phenotype of the more fit

homozygote at the A locus to be closer to the optimum.

However, with no recombination, both positive and

negative alleles can invade, conditioned on them aris-

ing on the genetic background which makes them

favourable. When the mutation arises on the right

background, it is consistently favoured by selection and

the effective selection coefficient for the new B allele is

higher than it could be with free recombination. Conse-

quently, a mutant is overall more likely to invade when

it occurs in tight linkage with the locus causing the

overdominant polymorphism (Fig. 4b).

This effect of linkage can be easily understood with

the example in Fig. 5. In our model of a single trait,

the two homozygotes aa and AA must lie on opposite

sides of the phenotypic optimum to cause overdomi-

nance. Therefore, any mutation B with additive effects

cannot be beneficial with both aa and AA homozygotes;

the mutation must move at least one of these geno-

types further away from the optimum. Furthermore, in

the worst-case scenario depicted in Fig. 5, any mutation

B will also displace the heterozygote Aa from the

optimal phenotype. This epistatic constraint, created by

stabilizing selection on the trait and a symmetrical pair

of overdominant alleles (zaa = �zAA), can be resolved by

the combination of Gaussian selection and a tightly

linked mutation at a locus B. If a negative effect B

allele is tightly linked to A, then B improves the fitness

of AA homozygotes and worsens the fitness of Aa het-

erozygotes. With the ‘curvature’ found near the opti-

mum under Gaussian selection – namely, an

accelerating loss of fitness with increasing deviation –
the detrimental effect of B with Aa is smaller than the

beneficial effect with AA (compare Fig. 5 upper and

lower left). Linkage therefore maximizes the association

between the mutant allele and the background in

which it is most favoured, whereas the changing slope

of the Gaussian function discounts the deleterious effect

on the heterozygote background. Numerical exploration

of the full range of A and B allelic effects confirms that

the shape of the Gaussian fitness function, in compari-

son with the linear, triangular function, allows further

adaptation for any value of A and promotes outcomes

that fix one or both loci rather than maintain variation

in both (see ‘Deterministic dynamics in two-locus, two-

allele populations’ in Methods; Fig. S2).

Although these results suggest that populations with

unlinked genomes might evolve more slowly, on aver-

age, than populations with strongly linked genes, strong

linkage is typically thought to reduce the rate of adap-

tation due to competition between beneficial mutations

in separate lineages – called the Hill–Robertson effect

(Felsenstein, 1974) or clonal interference. However,

strong epistasis may reverse this prediction (Pepper,

2003). To test whether the constraint caused by over-

dominance could outweigh the effects of clonal inter-

ference, we compared the mean rate of adaptation for

sets of ten unlinked or fully linked loci, across several

mutation rates in populations of 10 000 individuals.

For large-effect mutations (standard deviation of muta-

tion effect equal to 0.75 phenotype units), fully linked

architectures adapt more quickly over a range of muta-

tion rates (Fig. 6). When mutations are small (standard

deviation mutational effect 0.05), this pattern is

reversed; for mutations of intermediate size (standard

deviation of mutational effect 0.15), neither architec-

ture is universally more evolvable.

Discussion

Although overdominance was once seen as common

and an important source of genetic variation (Lewontin

1974), more recent views have suggested that over-

dominant polymorphisms are too rare to make a sub-

stantial contribution to variation (e.g. Charlesworth &

Charlesworth, 1987; Hedrick, 2012). In this study, we

show that overdominance can be important for another

reason not previously considered – it may delay adapta-

tion to a new optimum for a phenotypic trait. For one

form of overdominance – that created by overshoot of
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the optimum with stabilizing selection – the rate of

adaptation after the emergence of overdominance can

be substantially slower than in the absence of overdom-

inance. This restriction on evolvability is shaped by the

genetic architecture underlying the trait as well as the

slope of the phenotype–fitness relationship near the

optimum; the influence of both factors can be readily

understood as the consequences of epistasis between

new mutations and the overdominant polymorphism.

Previous work in a one-locus, multiple-trait model

described how overdominance could cause differences

in the evolvability of diploids in comparison to haploids

(Sellis et al., 2011); more recent work with this model

highlights how overdominance can lead to stochastic

differences between parallel populations (Venkataram

et al., 2013). This approach is particularly valuable for

understanding how evolvability might determine the

benefits of diploidy (Zeyl et al., 2003; Gerstein et al.,

2011), but may be hampered by the unpredictable

effects of ploidy on selection coefficients (Gerstein,

2013). In contrast, we focus on evolvability differences

within diploids to clarify the role of genetic architecture

– specifically, the pattern of linkage among the loci that

contribute to a trait. Our results show that strong link-

age significantly speeds adaptation out of overdomi-

nance, although the time required also depends on the

allele frequencies of the overdominant polymorphism

and the change in slope of the fitness function near the

optimum. Although recombination can speed adapta-

tion by bringing together beneficial mutations, this ben-

efit can be outweighed by the advantage of linked loci

in evolving solutions to overdominance.

Several models have looked at linkage between an

overdominant (Strobeck et al., 1976) or frequency-

Fig. 5 Illustrations of the phenotype and fitness effects of a mutation at a locus B in the context of overdominance at locus A. For

simplicity, the illustrated polymorphism is the symmetrical case in which pA = pa = 0.5. Left: When B is fully linked to A and the B allele

appears on an A background, B occurs with the AA homozygote at a frequency pA, and with the Aa heterozygote at a frequency (1 � pA).

Nonlinearity in the fitness function (upper left) can lead to a positive selection coefficient of the B mutant, even when the B mutant

displaces the heterozygote from the optimum; in contrast, the mutant is neutral at best when fitness falls off linearly from the optimum

(lower left). Right: When B is unlinked with A, its selection coefficient is decreased by two differences relative to the fully linked scenario.

First, the mutant occurs less often with the background on which it is favoured; in this case, the homozygote AA. Second, the B mutant

now sometimes occurs with the other homozygote, aa, with which it is strongly disfavoured. Selection against this mutant is exacerbated

under the triangular fitness function (bottom right); the deleterious effect of B with Aa is now equal to its benefit with AA, and B occurs in

combination with Aa twice as often as it does with AA.
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dependent locus (Peck, 1993; Hodgson & Otto, 2012)

and another locus under directional selection, finding

that such a situation can select for modifiers of

increased recombination. Although these results appear

contrary to ours, the key difference is that the fitness

effects of the two loci in these models combine multi-

plicatively, but in the case of overdominance caused by

stabilizing selection, fitness is determined by epistatic

interactions between loci. We also find that sets of

linked genes can evolve more quickly than an equiva-

lent set of unlinked genes under high mutation rates,

which contradicts the view that recombination gener-

ally speeds adaptation. This difference may be explained

by the observation that, in our model, the beneficial

mutations with the highest selective coefficients when

rare are also those that lead to overdominance. Adapta-

tion in populations with a high input of mutations may

therefore be especially vulnerable to constraint through

overdominance.

Our finding that evolvability in overdominant popu-

lations is sensitive to the shape of the fitness function

connects this model with efforts to understand Wright’s

symmetric viability model (two loci with additive effects

under stabilizing selection; reviewed in B€urger 2000).

Several studies have demonstrated that the stability of

the polymorphic equilibria of this model is sensitive to

the shape of the fitness function (Nagylaki, 1989; Wil-

lensdorfer & B€urger, 2003). One interesting result is

that linkage in Wright’s model enhances the possibility

of stable polymorphism at two loci (B€urger & Gimel-

farb, 1999), whereas in our treatment, tight linkage

hastens adaptive loss of an overdominant polymor-

phism. This disparity suggests that different conclusions

about the maintenance of variation under stabilizing

selection may be reached by modelling the progress of

adaptation when new mutants invade resident poly-

morphisms (the more realistic case that we consider

here), rather than focusing on pairs of alleles with ran-

dom effects.

Not all loci which are overdominant for fitness will

fit our model. Our results pertain to the kind of over-

dominance for fitness that results from genotypes on

opposite sides of the optimum with stabilizing selec-

tion on a single phenotypic trait. For example, selec-

tion on ram’s horns shows stabilizing selection, and as

a result, a large-effect mutation for horn length dem-

onstrates overdominance for fitness (Gemmell & Slate,

2006). Other cases of overdominance do not so clearly

fit this model of stabilizing selection on a single trait.

The overdominance in acetylcholinesterase (ace-1) in

Culex pipiens involves an allele that is susceptible to

pesticide and another which is resistant but with

lower function. Here, fitness is determined by a bal-

ance of the number of susceptible and resistant alleles,

rather than a single phenotypic axis like enzyme activ-

ity (Labb�e et al. 2007). Similarly, some apparent cases

of overdominance are actually directionally dominant

at multiple individual loci (a phenomenon known as

apparent overdominance or associative overdomi-

nance). Different mechanisms of overdominance (or

apparent overdominance) may behave differently in

evolutionary terms, and the relative frequency of dif-

ferent types of overdominance in nature is currently

not known.

We have shown that a particular form of overdomi-

nance – caused during adaptation to a new optimum

with stabilizing selection – can cause substantial

changes to the evolutionary trajectory of a population.

The transience of the overdominance may cause it to

leave little trace in the genome (although we expect

fixed mutations to aggregate slightly in the genome

because of the linkage effects discussed above). It would

in many cases be difficult to reconstruct the evolution-

ary trajectories of a population, because many alleles

that were important for the process may have been lost

as the population evolved out of overdominant states.

Evolution to an optimum may take substantially longer

with overdominance that without, but subsequent

reconstructions of the process would not see the reason

why. In diploids, overdominance may be a moderately

important cause of lowered evolutionary potential of

populations responding to new environments.
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Fig. 6 Mean of the natural log of the time to adapt to a mean

population fitness exceeding 0.995. Individual-based simulations

with ten loci, either fully linked or freely recombining, evolve

from a initial phenotype z0 = �1 towards an optimum of zero

under Gaussian selection with x = 5. Gaussian mutations, with

means of zero and standard deviations as indicated by the ‘size’

parameter in the legend, arise in populations of size 10 000.

Confidence intervals, not displayed, are comparable or smaller

than plotting symbols.
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